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AUTHORSHIP STATE~£N~ 

I h@rc~y testify that this paper and the work it reports 
are entirely my u~n. Where .~t has been necessary to 
draw from the work of others, published or unpublished, 
I have acknowledgsd such work in aGcordance with 
ac.:epted scholarly and editorial practice. I give t'.1is 
testimony freely, out of respect for the scholarsh~~ ~f 
other workers in the field and in the hope that my own 
work, presented here, will earn similar respect. 
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ABSTRACT 

Improving Inf~rential Comprehension through Semantic 
Webbing. 
Hines, Virginia P., 1986: Practicum Repcrt, Nova 
Uni~e~sity, Center for the Advancement of Education 
Des~riptors: Comprehension/Disabled Readers/Infere~tial 
Comprehension/Reading/Rea~ing Strategies/Remedial Skills 

The author ideLtified a k~y strategy for teaching 
inferential comprehension as imp~ern~nted ir. a 7th grade 
classroom of students who were, at l~ast, one year below 
grade in reading. The purpose was to improve the 
students' inferential comprehension skills. 

The irnpl2rnentation began with a diagnostic reading test 
followed by several weeks of introducing different f~rms 
of semantic webbinq to help clarify basal reader stories 
and other activities. After a mid-point teacher-made 
exam showed good results, the author implemented a few 
more weeks of webbing before a final diag~ostic reading 
test was given to monitor progress. A comparison of the 
beginning and ending ~est scores indicated 33 percent of 
the students showed a 5 point increase in percentile • 
rank. Results indicate semantic webbing to be an 
effective tool for improving the inferential 
comprehension of many students. 
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Purpose 

Semantic Webbing 

l 

The educational 3etting of this study was 2 middle 

school located in a smal! rural community. The school 

serves 454 fifth through ei~hth grade students who come 

froru low Lo middle incom2 families. Forcy-six percent 

of the students r~de the bus daily; 38% of them received 

free or re0uced l~nch. 

The school fa~1llty/staff consisted of 20 teachers. 

a princi?al, an assista1.t principal, a guidance 

counselor, a speech ther3pist~ a school nurse, ar.d a 

part-time psychologist. This author has taught in this 

setting for nine years. 

Students receivad a varied educational e~perience 

through an integrated curriculum. In addi~ion to the 

basic subjects, the~ were exposed to the exploration of 

art, music, businE.ss, agriculture, and home economics. 

The school pop~lation was divided into three units 

to encourag~ team spixit ana unity within smaller 

groups. Since the school pop~!~tion consisted of four 

grades, this facilitated having two ~~~de combinations 

in the units. The classes were cross-graded. Most 

teachers taught within one unit, b~t due to the shortage 

of teachers, some of them were required to cross-team 

teach. 
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Even though the school was designed for open 

classroom concept a~d most classes were taught in this 

2 

kind of setting, the c~assroom for this cula~ study 

group was self-containe&. 

The majority of the children targeted for this study 

came from faMilies in which both parents were working in 

occupations that would be consicered blue-collar. Of 

the 21 seventh grade students invulv~d in ~his study, 

only one-fourth had parents who indicated an interest in 

their child;s reading progress. 

The group chosen for this study consisted of ?l 

seventh students who were at least one year below 

grade level in reading. Cumulative records indicated that 

most of them had been behind since fifth grade or were 

repeating sixth grade reading. According to the 1984 and 

1985 Metropolitan Achievement ~est scores, all but 2 

of the 21 students were below th8 50th percentile in the 

fifth and sixth grades. 

Seventy-six percent of these 2i students w~re below 

the 50th percentile in inferential comprehension as 

indicatea on the Stanfor£ Diaanostic Reading 

(1976), which was administered at the beginning of the 

1985-86 school year. 
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Comprehension is essential to reading. Frank Smith 

{ 1975) defines "comprehension'' as "understanding" and 

"und".:!r-:-;tanding" as "comprehension." 

Inferential comprehension is involved in almost all 

reading tasks. Pitts and Thompson (1984) note Page and 

Thomas~ definition of inferential as" ... the process of 

obtaining logical judgement (regarjing implicit test 

information} from a given prel'!lise or from observea data" 

(p. 427). 

Low test scores and repeated grade retainment 

indicated that the student£ who wer~ invoived in this 

study lacked ability in this area. Teacher observation 

aiso noted obvious frustration and lack of self-esteem 

on the part of the students. 

The aathor felt that children can be ~aught to 

infer. There was a need fJr a systematic interv~ntion 

to teach this skil 1. A fresh approac:1 was needed 

because how one learns, as well as what one lear~s, is 

significant. If students are taught a systematic 

procedurP, they will be able to apply it in different 

situa~ions. The author felt that intervention would 

make a difference in comprehension, in test scores, and 

in the overall self-concept of the student. 
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The reading students involved were below the 50th 

percentile in inferential comprehension. The writer 

hoped that with t~is intervention, progress could be 

made. Therefore, the following oojectives were 

established to monitor progress: 

1. identify a key strategy for teaching 

inferential comprehension successfully; 

2. at mid-point of a 10-week implementatton 

period, 50% of the class will be able 

to answer correctly 6 out of 10 inferential 

comprehension questions on a teacher-made 

test; and, 

3. at the end of the 10-week implementation 

period, 50% of the selected seventh 

grade students will increase, at least five 

percentile points on the Stanford Diagnostic 

Read\.:;L Test (1975) in inferential 

L0mprehension. 

Research 

At one time, little effort was made to teach the 

actual process of reading comprehension. Early analysis 

of reading seemed to assume that once readers could 

decode accurately, comprehension would automatically 

4 
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fellow. Even when this assumption was found to be 

false, efforts to improve comprehension focused more on 

product tha~ on process. Pu~ils were asked questions 

about directly stated facts and to infer answers from 

written material without considering how to achieve such 

underf· ·- ~1ding.. Students were rarely given instruction 

in how to comprehend. 

Process-Approach 

John D. McNeil (1984) outlined an approach for 

~eaching students ~o process the text-making inferences, 

activating appropriate concepts, relating new 

information tc old, creating picture images, and 

reducing the information in a tex~ to a main idea. 

Four aRsumptions underlin3 the process approach are: 

1. what p1.1pi ls already know .:if fects what they will 

lear.,.: from reading; 

2. both concept-driven and data-driven processes 

are ne..:=essary in comprehending the tEixt; 

3. the deeper a person processes the text, the 

more he or she will remember and understand 

it; and, 

4. the context in which reading occurs influences 

what will be recalled. 
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McNeil feels reading comprehensi0n as process 

involves uctively constructing meaning among the parts 

of the ~ext and between the text and personal 

experiences. 

Schema Theory 

McNeil (1984} strongly feels the schema theory has 

special relevance for teachers of reading comprehension 

in that it questiohs the conventional view that pupils 

should learn to reproduce the statements faun~ in the 

text. 

World Book (1979) dictionary fefines schema as a 

II diagram, plan or sr.heme." 

McNeil sees the schema theory as being able to 

permit inferential elaboration, as helping to separate 

important from less important ideas, and as an aiJ in 

memory. The interpretation of what we n·.:ad ls stored in 

our memory. Thns, with this ·theory, it is the 

interpretation rather than the text itself that ~·e will 

recall. 

On,~ of the most effective \\·ays of applying the 

scherna theory is the semantic map, an arrangement of 

vocabulary (or concepts) about a topic. These concepts 

are categorized in some way. The semantic map is a 

procedure for building a brictge betwee:n the known and 
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the new and can be used to link the pupils 1 basic 

concept of the topics to both ab8tract schema and 

concrete r::xamples. 

Retelling 

According to Garnbrello, Wilson, cind Pfeiffer 

(1985), rete!ling is a highly potent learning strategj 

that has dir~ct beneficial consequences on e;hildr0n 1 s 

processing of text information. They conducted a study 

in which subjects were assigned to one of two treatment 

conditions, retelling or illustrating, after silen~ 

reading~ The subjects in the retelling group were 

instructed to retell all the important ideas from the 

story while the illustrating group was instructed to 

illustrate the ideas. The students in the retell:ng 

group reflected upon their ideas orally before answering 

questions on a chart whith asks important ideas and 

supporting details. 

The primary purpose cf the study was to investigate 

the effects e>f retelling upon the reading comprehension 

of children. Children in the retelling treatment group 

were expected to be able to recall mere literal ~nd 

inferential information from the text thar. children in 

the illustrating treatment group. 
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Eeds (1981) reports fr~m various research that 

teacher-constructed questions facilltate l~arning from 

prose. The effects are greater when the questions come 

after the reading and when students respond freely 

rather than in multiple cho~.ce format. Questions 

requiring only the recall of facts generally produce 

recall level responses, while higher level questions 

produce both higher level responses and greater student 

achievaments. Also, when poor readers were a~ked higher 

level qu~stions after reading, they remembered 

significantly more than when they were asked rote-level 

questions. Research indicates that high level 

questioning is of most benefit to poor comprehenders who 

have minimal decoding and vocabulary problems. 

Visualizing 

Fox (1979) discussed a study where one group of 

readers was asked simply to read a story while another 

group was asked to read the same story and imagine a 

picture to correspond with each sentence. The group 

that was asked to "imagine" scored more than 40% 

higher in comprehension than the read-only group. It 

was hypothesized that exercises requiring visual 

imagining would devel~p the organizational strategies. 
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The semantic web is an alternative to the 

traditional basal reading lesson. It is a tectnigue 

used to help students organize information from reading 

selections. It is a teaching procedure through which 

students are guided in constructing visual displays to 

represent relationships between, and among, concepts as 

these relationships are presented in stories and 

articles. Freedman and Reynolds (1980) provide a basic 

model for constructing a web. It consists of the web's 

core question, ~he web strands, the strand supports, and 

the strand ties. Further descriptors include the 

following: 

1. The core question is the focus of the web and 

the purpose of the inquiry; it is chosen by 

the teacher. All the information and ideas 

generated for the web by the students are 

related in some way to the core question. 

2. Web strands are the answers which students 

give to the core question. 

3. Strind supports are facts, inferences, and 

generalizations that students take from the 

story to give clarity and validity to the 

strands and to differentiate one stran~ from 

another. 
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4. Strand ties are the relationships strands have 

with each other. 

In developing a semantic web, concepts or 

categories are represented as phrases. Each phrase is 

recorded on the blackboard and is enclosed in a circle 

or oval. As students identify relationships between 

recorded concepts, lines are drawn to connect the 

concepts being related. A question designed by the 

teacher serves as a focus for the generation of a 

sema~tic web. (See Appendix A for example of a basic 

web.) 

Focus questions are designed to involve students in 

a pbrticular type of reading reasoning strategy. Most 

of the strategies that will be used are synthetic in 

nature, because the students will be directed to 

generate predictions, draw conclusions, and identify the 

author's purpose(s). 

The following are steps to use in teaching this 

technique. 

1. Decide on the reading/thinking strategy which 

you wish to help students develop. 

2. Give the students a purpose for reading. 

3. Record the question which reflects the purpose 

as the core for your semantic web. 
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4. Accept students~ answers to this question and 

record those answers within circles which 

surround the core question Show the 

relationships 0etween the core question and 

suggested answers by drawing lines connecting 

the encircled core question to each of the 

encircled resp0nses. 

5. Help students identify facts and generate 

inferences related to their answers. Record 

this information within circles which surround 

the related answer. To illustrate these 

relaticnships, draw lines connecting these 

circles. 

6. Consider whether these facts and inferences 

are related to other student answers. Draw 

dotted linas to connect these facts and 

inferP-nces to other answers when relatjonships 

are noted by students. 

Method 

Inferential comprehension is more difficult to 

teach than literal comprehension. Semantic webbing is 

unique for teachinv inferential comprehension because 

tha students can "see" the story as they try to 

c ~prehend it. Webbing, which is alre•dy a beneficial 
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learning strategy, can be used in combination with other 

strategies such as retelling, questions, and visualizing. 

Webbing is versatil~ because it can be used to 

teach many skills such as sequence, prediction, 

comparison, main idea, and supporting details. 

For the teacher, the success of semantic webbing 

depends entirely on how much he or she values the 

process of thinking for students. A semantic web is 

constructed by the students, with the teacher as a 

guide, to add meaning to a story. It is not constructed 

to reinforce prior concepts and thinking of the teacher. 

The teacher encourages the students to contribute, 

appropriate or not, for discussion and evaluation. The 

students and teachers together decide what will be added 

to the webb. Together they decide when the web is 

completed. Webbing is enrichment for the basal reader§ 

It demonstrates, in a concrete way, the process of 

comprehending print. 

Studies reported by Fox (1979} noted that 

successful reading requires integration of both 

hemispheres of the brain. The left hemisphere is 

specialized for the syntactic, logical, ordered aspects 

of language. Imagery and metaphors encourage right 

bTain processing. The majority of our teaching 
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strategies are left-brain oriented. For example, using 

dictionary definitions to introduce new words asking 

ob (and many subjective) questions, outlining and 

summariz~ng are examples of left-brain exercises. Some 

children have genetic preference for right hemisphere: 

and, many researchers have the viewpoint ti1at the right

brain is necessary for creative thinking. How do 

children fare when traditional methods of learning to 

read are left-bra-.ned? Present emphasis on the logical 

mode can produce only imitators, not innov2tors. 

When we talk about a right or left hemispheric 

person, we are talking about learning preferences based 

on the functional differences between the hemispheres. 

Al 1 of us use both hemispheres of the brain, but we may 

use one side more than the other. 

People who c2n visualize very well usually are 

processing in the right hemisphere; their comprehension 

takes place by seeing pictures~ They are called visual 

learners. 

Appendix B shows a table indicating those skills 

which are associated with the left and right hemisphere. 

Barbara Vitale in her book Unicorns are Real (1982) 

states that in the classroom we stress readingilanguage, 

and phonics; we ask for details; we insist upou 
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directions being followed; and mostly, we talk a~ 

children. In short, our curriculum is left-brained. We 

teach to the student who has a dominant left hemisphere. 

She emphasizes 

This dces not indicate that I do not believe 
in left-hemispheric approaches. It does 
indicate that I believe there already are 
enough left-hemispheric approaches in today's 
curriculum. 

Fox (1979) stated that by using pict~res and 

encouraging mental imagining, the teacher can stimulate 

right-brain processing. When children learn to 

construct a pictorial framework for new words, concepts, 

and stories, recall and comprehension are improved. 

The author began the 10-week implementation period 

by administering Form A of the Standard Diagnostic 

Reading Test (1976). The test showed that 76% of the 21 

seventh graders were below the 50th percentile in 

inferential comprehension. 

The webbing technique was used twice a week, once 

with a basal reader story and once in an activity or 

story of the teacher's choice. 

Various types of webs were used. They are as 

follows (see Appendix C for examples): 

1 . Episodal--This web deals with episodes and 

tells events in the story. One begins with a 

question and then asks what happens next. 
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3 . 
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Emotional--This web deals with episodes that 

cause feelings. 

Seguf.:'nt.ial--This web puts events in order, 

clockwise, around a question. It is good with 

kid~ who have problems in sequence, because 

they can fol~nw easily. 

4. Inductive--Nothing is put in the core circle. 

The students induce fiom the story and 

conclude what to put t1ere. 

5. Comparison and Contrast--Similc. rities are 

listed in the: middle with a webb of 

differences on either side. 

6. Cause and Effect--T3e effect is put in a 

circle; then a line is drawn from the circle 

which lists a cause. 

6. Prediction--Read just a portion of a story, 

ask questions ard anticipate. Repeat the 

procedures several times before ending the 

story. 

Mid-point in the implementation period, the 

students' progress was eval~ated with a teacher-made 

test. A Reader's Digest children's story was used and 

questions were designed to test both literal and 

inferential comprehension. There were 10 questions 
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which included 6 inferential and 4 literal. It was 

anticipated that 50% of the class would be able to 

answer 4 out of the 6 inferential questions correctly. 

The final evaluation was Form B of the Standard 

Diagnostic Reading Test (1976). 

Following is the schedul~, including the types of 

webs, the author used. 

Week One--The author administered Form A, Standard 

Diagnostic Reading Test (1976). 

Week Two--The episodal web was used with a basal reader 

story. The prediction web was used with the story 

"Open Window." 

week Three--A comparison web was used to depict the 

likes and differences of characteristics in two 

textbook stories. 

The students read stories in groups, and then 

worked on an episodal web using construction paper 

and magic markers. A spokesperson explained each 

webb. 

Week Four--The teacher read the book The Biggest Bear. 

A sequence web was used on this and the basal 

reader story. 

Week Five--A basic web using a color and a prediction 

webb illustrating the textbook story were 

demonstrated this week. 
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Week Six--The author administered the mid-point teacher

made test. 

Week Seven--With a text book story, an emotional w0bb 

was used and after an extra story was read, a web 

on drawing conclusions was developed. 

Week Eight--An inductive web was used with both the 

basal reader story and an extras 

students. 

read LO the 

Week Nine--A cause and effect web was used with a text 

book story and a comparison webb was used to 

compare two people in stories the students had 

read. 

Week Ten--Forrn B of the Standard Diagnostic Reading Test 

(1976) was administered. 

Results 

The author feels the study "s first objective w,L· 

met, for semantic webbing is an effective too: in 

teaching comprehension, especially inferential 

comprehension. Employing a right-brained technique, 

like webbing, along with the usual left-brained 

activities, can increase ~om~rehension in some children. 

Like other complex symbolic activities, reading requires 

both right and left cerebral hemispheres. Integration 
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of both modes will elevate children from reading 

students to readers. 

The second objective concerned a mid-point 

evaluation. The author had planned to incorporate 10 

inferential questj >ns into the test and had expected 50% 

of the 21 students to answer 6 of the 10 correctly. 

However, it was the author's opinion that 10 total 

qJestions were sufficient. Included in the test were 

six inferential and four literal questions. It is best 

to have some simpler generalizations along with the more 

difficult ones. It was anticipated that 50% of the 

class would be able to answer 4 out of the 6 inferential 

questions. The objective was met because 19 of the 20 

students present on the day of the test answered 4 or 

more of the inferential questions correctly. The totals 

were: 

Ratio 

3 out of 6 

4 out of 6 

5 out of 6 

6 out of 6 

Number of Students 

1 

4 

6 

9 

At this point, the author saw no reason to extend 

the implementation period. The students appeared to 

have an accurate concept of webbing. 
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The final evaluation was Form B of the Stanford 

Diagnostic Reading Test (1976). Expecting 50% of the 

selected students to increase 5 percentile points may 

have been an unrealistic objective. Thirty-three 

percent of the students did show an increase. The 

average increase for those students who did improve was 

28 percentile points. 

Even though the final objective was not reached for 

50% of the students, the author feels the 33% who did 

increase in percentile points showed remarkable 

improvement. Some students showed an increase of 2 or 3 

percentile points, while some of those who showed no 

increase were not in attendance for any significant 

amount of time during the implementation period. 

(See Appendix D, Final Comparison Chart.) 

The students became highly motivated and showed an 

interest in webbing. They caught on quickly, 

identifying the different types of webs and adapting 

easily to each new approach. The students showed 

creativeness when they developed their own webs. 

Serrantic webbing became a familiar technique in the 

classroom. 

The author believes this technique could best 

benefit students by using it every two or three 
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weeks, once the basic steps are introduced. If used too 

often, webbing could become less effective. But, 

implemented into a reading program at appropriate times, 

webbing can be a beneficial and rewarding tool. 

Recommendations 

The Report of the Commission on Reading (1985) 

stated that teacher,s should devote more time to 

comprehension instruction. It also stated that it is 

essential for teachers to have career-long opportunities 

for growth, renewal, and access to new information. 

The techniques of semantic webbing, as outlined in 

this paper,is a new approach and should be beneficial to 

teachers of reading and to those who teach reading in 

the content areas. 

Therefore, it is recommended that this new 

intervention be presented by the author and/or a 

district-level reading specialist in the form of an 

inservice for teachers. 
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Appendix B 

Left-Brained Right-Brained Skills 

LEFT HEMISPHERE RIGHT HEMISPHERE 

handwriting haptic awareness 

symbols spatial relationships 

language shapes and patterns 

reading mathematical ~amputation 

phonics color sensitivity 

locating details and facts signing a~d music 

talking and reciting art expression 

following directions creativity 

listening visu~1ization 

auditory association feelings and emotions 
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Event 
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(Episodes that cause feelings) 

Situation 
or 

Person 

Feelings 

Feelings 



Event 5 

Event 4 

Sequential Web 

Core 
Questions 

Event 3 

Semantic Webbing 

27 

Event 1 

Event 2 



Inductive Web 

Semantic Webbing 
28 

Information 
Induced from 

Story 

Even-t:ually draw conclusion and put in core 



Compare/Contrast 

Differences Similarities Differences 



Effect 

Semantic Webbing 

Cause and Effect Web 

Effect 

Effect 

(l} 
th 
::s 

,!J 

30 



Semantic Webbing 

Prediction Web 

(Read just a portion of the story at a time 
and then do webbing.) 

What will 
the tragedy 

be? 

What will 
happen next? 

How will it end? 

31 



Appendix D 

Final Comparison 



Name 

Student 1 

Student 2 

Student 3 

Student 4 

Student 5 

Student 6 

Student 7 

Student 8 

Student 9 

Student 10 

Student 11 

Student 12 

Student 13 

Student 14 

Student 15 

Student 16 

Student. 17 

Student 18 

Student 19 

Student 20 

Student 21 

Semantic Webbing 

APPENDIX D 
INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION 

Seventh Grade--Final Comparison 

Percentile 
October 10 

49 

27 

38 

20 

49 

32 

45 

20 

54 

41 

38 

49 

69 

29 

32 

29 

54 

24 

27 

54 

63 

Rank 
April 8 

34 

51 

61 

23 

28 

51 

23 

42 

56 

28 

23 

28 

38 

28 

34 

61 

34 

73 

26 

46 

89 
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